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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it continues the development ofa symbolic ap- 
proach to approximate r asoning as an alternative to the well-known semantic approaches 
based on fuzzy sets. While this exacts a price in expressive power, it has the advantage of 
being computationally simpler. In addition, it accornmodates formulation of certain aspects 
of approximate r asoning that are not easily expressed in terms of fuzzy sets, o1" where the 
notion of a fuzzy set might not naturally apply. Five different such forms of inference, or 
reasoning techniques, are discussed. Second, this work shows how the proposed symbolic 
approach may be implemented in a Prolog-like question-answering system, known as SAR. 
To illustrate, an automated bank loan advisor based on this system might be presented the 
query "Suitability(Jim)?" and respond with something like "Suitability(Jim; vely_good)." 
To this end we develop SAR resolution, an adaptation of the well-known SLD resolution 
which underlies Prolog. SAR resolution differs from the earlier version in that (1) it requires 
generation of a resolution tree, rather than a single path, (2) it requires attaching a com- 
putational formula to each resolvent, reflecting the particular inferencing technique being 
employed at that step, and (3) it requires incorporating a means for (symbolic) evidence 
combination. In generating and traversing the resolution tree, SAR resolution behaves 
essentially as SLD resolution when moving in the downward irection (from the root), and 
applies computational formulas and evidence combination procedures when moving in the 
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upward direction. Thus it is more complex than SLD resolution, but is nonetheless imple 
enough for many real-world applications. In effect SAR is a general purpose "fuzzy classi- 
fier" and accordingly should find use in many expert systems of the classification genre, e.g., 
for diagnosis, troubleshooting, monitoring, and multicriteria decision making. The SAR 
resolution technique asily accommodates forms of inference other than the five discussed 
here. As examples." one could adjoin the well-known "compositional rule of inference" 
or a mode of inference whose underlying computation isprovided by a neural net. Thus 
this paper implicitly provides a general methodology by which one may devise reasoning 
systems that present the user with a variety of inferencing techniques, from which one may 
then choose as the situation demands. 
KEYWORDS: approximate reasoning, fuzzy expert systems, fuzzy inference, 
resolution methods, symbolic approximate reasoning. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The quest o develop machine-implementable models of natural human reason- 
ing with imprecise information began with the work ofL. A. Zadeh [1]. During the 
late sixties and early seventies this grew into an extensive theory of "approximate 
reasoning" [2--4], and an outline of how this might form the basis for a model of 
natural anguage reasoning appeared in the late seventies [5]. The latter describes 
a set of "translation rules" for representing various types of English expressions 
in a semantics based on fuzzy sets. For example, given very tall interpreted as a 
fuzzy subset of a set H of physical heights, and given rather young interpreted as 
a fuzzy subset of a set A of ages, an interpretation for the expression very tall and 
rather young may be derived as a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product H x A. 
Subsequent years brought forth numerous efforts to implement aspects of the 
theory of approximate reasoning in forms suitable for use in expert reasoning 
systems. Some examples are FLOPS [6], FRIL [7], SYSTEMZ-II [8], FLISP [9], Fuzzy 
Prolog [10], and FuzzyCLIPS [ 11 ]. The last in particular captures more of the key 
aspects of the proposed model than do any of the others. Yet none have so far 
come near to implementing it in its entirety. 
The primary reason this model has resisted full implementation appears to be 
its inherent computational complexity. As one proceeds beyond nontrivial ap- 
plications, it soon becomes necessary to compute fuzzy subsets of large multi- 
dimensional Cartesian products of the kind just described. In addition, applying 
the well-known "compositional rule of inference" in this context entails compu- 
tations equivalent to those for taking matrix products of such multidimensional 
fuzzy sets, and when invoking this rule, one typically also needs to subsequently 
apply a procedure for "linguistic approximation" (see the following). Each of 
these operations i  in its own way highly consumptive of resources. To illustrate, 
suppose A, B, C, and D are linguistic terms represented asfuzzy subsets of distinct 
universes, and suppose A', B', and C' are some further terms represented as fuzzy 
subsets of the same universes as used for A, B, and C. It is assumed that each such 
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universe is associated with a particular "linguistic variable" and that the terms in 
question are from a given term set also associated with that linguistic variable. 
For example, A and A ~ might be the terms tall and very tall from the term set 
for the linguistic variable Height, and would be represented as fuzzy subsets of an 
underlying universe of physical heights. Then, given the inference 
IF A AND B AND C THEN D 
and the conjunction 
A' AND B / AND C I, 
the compositional rule of inference allows one to derive a concluding fuzzy set 
over the same universe as D. This fuzzy set typically will not correspond ex- 
actly to the representations of any of the given stock of linguistic terms for the 
linguistic variable associated with D. Thus if it were desired to have such a term 
as a final result, it would be necessary to further determine which term in the 
linguistic variable's term set has a representation that most closely resembles the 
fuzzy set just derived, i.e., to find a term D'  whose representation that fuzzy set 
best "approximates." To get a sense of the complexity, suppose that the universes 
for the four linguistic variables each have 100 points. Then the above inference 
would be computed as a four dimensional matrix containing 10 s elements; the 
above conjunction would be computed as a three dimensional matrix containing 
106 elements; and the application of the compositional rule involves "composing" 
these two, producing a one dimensional 100 point vector. It is easily seen that 
matrix composition has the same computational complexity as matrix multiplica- 
tion. Linguistic approximation here entails comparing this 100 point vector with 
the fuzzy sets representing all other terms in the associated term set. This com- 
parison must be based on some measure of "distance" between fuzzy sets, and its 
complexity will depend both on the number of points in the linguistic variable's 
underlying universe and on the number of terms in the term set. (Here we should 
mention that in some formulations the term sets are infinite, being generated by 
context-free grammars. Since it is not possible to compare with each of infinitely 
many elements, some restrictions would then need to be applied.) 
Thus one finds that the computational overhead associated with each logical 
inference can be rather forbidding. Of course, it may reasonably be argued that 
with the advent of increasingly fast computers, this problem will eventually no 
longer be an issue. Indeed, with already existing Cray and Connection Machine 
computers, uch types of computations may be feasible ven for real time applica- 
tions. Furthermore, recent results have shown that it is possible to "decompose" 
the compositional rule of inference in such a way that it can be carried out in poly- 
nomial time [12]. Nonetheless, if only in the interests of conceptual economy, one 
is compelled to ask whether there might be a simpler way. 
It was with these thoughts in mind that an attempt to develop a new "symbolic 
approach" to approximate r asoning was initiated in [ 13]. There it was undertaken 
to explore the extent o which one might accomplish syntactically the same types 
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of reasoning that the earlier models accomplished semantically, in effect to return 
to the more conventional type of logical formalism. The basic idea was to restrict 
the term set associated with any given linguistic variable to contain some small 
number of terms, say no more than nine or so, and then to define the logical 
operators as operations to be performed irectly on these terms. 
Two different forms of logical inference were devised. The first borrowed on 
some ideas from multicriteria decision analysis. This involved assigning numbers 
(integers) to terms and then computing a distance between terms as the difference 
between these numbers. This produces results analogous with the compositional 
rule of inference, although it does not agree with it in specific results. In effect, 
this subsumes both the compositional rule and linguistic approximation under one 
simple technique. The second mode of inference was based on an algebra of 
subsets of the given term sets. This provides a means for defining certain aspects 
of approximate r asoning not easily represented within the semantics of fuzzy sets. 
Also, since these modes of reasoning do not refer to an underlying universe, there 
is no need to define a universe in situations where such would not naturally arise. 
For example, linguistic variables Risk or Kindness (with terms like rather risky 
and extremely kind) do not normally have an associated measurement domain. 
Reference [ 13] also considered issues of symbolic evidence combination, and it 
outlined a backward-chaining inferencing algorithm. 
The work presented in the following is a continuation of these ideas, undertaken 
as a doctoral dissertation by Chung [ 14]. Here three additional modes of inference 
are devised, as well as hybrids that combine them in various ways; the matter of 
evidence combination is reconsidered, and new methods are proposed; and the 
backward-chaining inferencing algorithm is developed in full detail. Herein titled 
SAR resolution (for symbolic approximate r asoning), this algorithm arises as an 
adaptation of the well-known SLD resolution that underlies Prolog. The present 
system necessarily differs from Prolog, however, in two important respects. First, 
in order to accommodate evidence combination, one must generate a "resolution 
tree" rather than a simple linear "resolution path." Second, in order to imple- 
ment the various modes of inference, one must attach to each resolvent in the 
tree a formula saying how the associated rule's conclusion is to be derived from 
its premises. This means that one requires the somewhat more complex proce- 
dure of tree generation and traversal. The algorithm proceeds essentially as SLD 
resolution when moving in the downward direction (from the root), and applies 
computational formulas and evidence combination procedures when moving in the 
upward direction. We believe that this system will nonetheless be computationally 
simple enough for many real-world applications. 
The overall system is dubbed SAR. As with Prolog, this is a question-answering 
system: given a query such as "Risk(Action_A)?", the system responds with some- 
thing like "moderately risky." As such, SAR is a general purpose "fuzzy classifier" 
and should find use in expert systems for such varied types of tasks as diagnosis, 
monitoring, and multicriteria decisionmaking. 
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In process this work provides a concise uniform notation for expressing all the 
desired propositions and inference rules. This is necessary in order to describe the 
resolution methods in a precise way. We have not addressed the issue of whether 
SAR resolution is complete, but we conjecture that it is and that this can be proven 
as a direct consequence of the completeness of SLD resolution. 
While this paper focuses on symbolic modes of inference, itdoes not rule out the 
use of other forms. The SAR resolution technique is general in that one may easily 
incorporate additional reasoning modes, e.g., the compositional rule of inference 
mentioned earlier, or a mode based on neural nets. For the former, one would 
need only to prescribe the necessary universes and fuzzy set representations of 
terms, and then take composition of matrices as the formula to be attached to the 
associated resolvents. In the latter, the computation formula would be the neural 
net itself. Reference [14] additionally outlines a proposed implementation. This 
will not be repeated here. 
It perhaps should be mentioned that the term "approximate reasoning" was 
coined originally by Zadeh in the mid-1970s (cf. [3]) and since that time has 
normally been taken as inextricably linked to forms of reasoning that are based on 
the semantics of fuzzy sets or its varaints. Indeed, it was Zadeh's aim in part to 
devise a semantic account of logical inference which would stand as an alternative 
to the symbolic account provided by the conventional formalisms. Thus it may 
appear to be a contradiction i  terms to even speak of a "symbolic approach to 
approximate reasoning." On deeper analysis, however, one may see that a more 
fundamental im of the theory of fuzzy sets was to devise a concise formulation 
of natural human reasoning with imprecise in¢brmation. It is our position that 
this not only was, but still is the primary objective of all ongoing investigations in 
the theory of approximate reasoning. Taken in this light, the existing models of 
human reasoning that are based on fuzzy sets may be viewed as providing one par- 
ticular methodology toward fufilling this goal, but not necessarily as ruling out the 
possibil ity that other, equally plausible types of methodologies might be devised. 
The present work accordingly may be regarded as just one further approach to 
approximate r asoning. It is in effect an exploration of the extent o which some- 
thing analogous to the semantic approach might be accomplished by going back 
to the symbolic level. Moreover, its motivation has been solely pragmatic-- in the 
interests of computational s impl ic i ty--and it should not in any way be construed 
as discounting the importance of the semantic approach. Indeed, even though the 
present work treats linguistic terms as independent of their fuzzy-set interpreta- 
tions, it nonetheless makes use of numerous other concepts and insights provided 
by the earlier studies. The most important among these is discussed in the section 
below. 
Last it should be mentioned that the proposed "symbolic approach" is by no 
means purely symbolic in the traditional sense, inasmuch as it also includes a 
variety of extralogical features, e.g., lookup tables, weighting factors, special 
computations, etc. In some cases, these devices erve to reintroduce certain types 
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of "fuzziness," but now at the higher meta-level, rather than at the lower level of 
semantics. 
2. L INGUIST IC  VARIABLES 
A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are terms in a natural or artificial 
language. This concept was introduced by L. A. Zadeh in [2] and developed at 
length in [3, 4]. There it is shown in detail how the concept of a linguistic variable 
can serve as the basis for a theory of  approximate reasoning. Very briefly, suppose 
Size is a linguistic variable whose values include the terms large, small, more or 
less small, etc., and where terms are represented as fuzzy subsets of some range 
of measurable sizes. Then the theory provides a computational semantics for 
deductions uch as 
From IF x is large, THEN y is small 
and x is more or less large, 
infer y is more or less small. 
A linguistic variable is represented formally as a quintuple (A, T (A), U, G, 
M), where A is the name of the variable, T(A)  is a term set for A, U is a universe 
of discourse (measurement domain), G is a syntactic rule (grammar) used for 
generating the terms in T(A) ,  and M is a semantic rule that gives each linguistic 
term x its meaning, M(x) ,  as a fuzzy subset of U. Here M(x)  is characterized by 
a compatibil ity function c : U -+ [0, 1] that associates with each u in U a real 
number representing its degree of compatibility with the term x. For example, 
Height may be regarded as a linguistic variable which assumes values from among 
the terms 
T(Height ) = short + very short + not short + not very short 
+ very very short + • • • + tall + very tall + not tall 
+ not very tall + very very tall + .. • 
+ not short and not tall -+- rather tall + extremely tall + •.. ,  
where these are generated by a context-free grammar. This allows for composite 
terms formed by means of various linguistic hedges (very, more or less, extremely, 
etc.) together with the usual logical connectives (not, and, and or). An appro- 
priate universe of discourse for Height would be a range of physical heights. The 
compatibil ity of height 5 feet with the term short might be 0.9, say, while that of 
6 feet might be 0; and for not tall and not short, the compatibility of height 5 feet 
6 inches might be 1, while that of both 5 feet and 6 feet might be 0.5. 
For the above term set T(Height), tall and short may be considered as primary 
terms, whose meaning assignments are taken as primitives. The meanings of the 
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other linguistic terms may then be defined in terms of these by taking the linguistic 
hedges and logical connectives as standing for operators that modify the fuzzy set 
representations of the primary terms. 
The main inference rule considered in [3] is the compositional rule of inference, 
a generalization of the classical rule of modus ponens (from A and A --+ B, 
infer B) wherein deduction is defined as an operation performed on the fuzzy set 
representations of A and A ~ B. This rule provides a computational semantics 
for the type of reasoning illustrated in the example above. 
The paper [13] introduced a slightly modified version of these ideas. There a 
linguistic variable A was represented as a triple (T, D, M) where T is a term set, 
D is an interpretation domain (playing the same role as the foregoing universe U), 
and M again is a meaning assignment given as a mapping which assigns to each 
term in T a meaning expressed in terms of domain D. Here it was understood, 
however, that D and M are optional and play no (or only a very limited) role in 
the logical reasoning. The term set T is of the form E U S, where E is a set 
of elementary terms, and S is a (possibly empty) set of synonyms for elementary 
terms. Each linguistic variable A was assumed to have exactly one primary term 
rp. For example, the primary term for Height might be tall. And it was agreed that 
the elementary term set E should have one of the following sixJbrms: 
FI:  {ant(rp), rp} 
F2: {ant(rp), med(rp), rp} 
F3: {ant(rp), r-ant(rp), med(rp), r-rp,  Z-p} 
F4: {v-ant(rp), ant(rp), med(rp), rp, V-rp} 
F5: {v-ant(rp), ant(rp), r-ant(rp), med(rp), r-rp, rp, V-rp} 
F6: {e-ant(rp), v-ant(rp), ant(rp), r-ant(rp), med(rp), r-rp, rp, v-rp, e-rp} 
where ant(rp) denotes an antonym of •p, med(rp) denotes an intermediate t rm, 
and r, v, and e are abbreviations for the linguistic hedges rather, very, and ex- 
tremely. The set S for the linguistic variable Height would typically include short 
as a synonym for ant(tall), and medium as a synonym for med(tall). Note that 
the elementary terms in any such term set have a natural order < given by the 
left-to-right listings shown above. Describing term sets in this manner enabled the 
definition of the two types of symbolic inference mentioned in the foregoing. 
The present work includes all these ideas and expands on them in various ways. 
Here term sets not fitting any of the above forms will also be allowed. For ex- 
ample, we might wish to consider a linguistic variable Creativity having the term 
set 
{uncreative, medium creative, creative, very creative}, 
or the linguistic variable States might have its terms be the states of U.S., and 
where the set of states is regarded as unordered. We will commit a slight breach 
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of convention by extending the notion of a linguistic variable to include the 
notion of a numerical variable, i.e., allowing the terms to be numbers rather than 
linguistic terms. We do this so that whenever we say that something applies 
generally to all linguistic variables, this will be taken to include the numerical 
variables as well. An example here would be the variable GPA with term set 
{0, 0.05, 0.10 . . . . .  3.90, 3.95, 4}. As a shorthand, this can be specified by giv- 
ing a range [0, 4] and an increment 0.05, and be written as [0, 4]/0.05. We will 
also allow term sets to be either structured or unstructured, where by the for- 
mer it is meant that some relations are defined on the terms. For example, the 
natural ordering mentioned above for term sets defined according to one of the 
forms F1 through F6 would be such a relation of terms. As further examples 
consider: 
1. The term set for the above variable G PA may be structured by adding the natu- 
ral numerical ordering of the terms and possibly a binary relation 
HigherThan expressing that some grade x is higher than another grade y. 
2. LetterGrade may have term set {A, B,C, D, F} with binary relation 
BetterThan defined in the normal way. 
3. YearOfStudy might have term set {freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, 
graduate} with relation MoreAdvancedThan. 
4. Position might have term set {programmer, systems analyst, project leader, 
general manager} with relation HigherPaidThan. 
5. Number might have term set {Integer, Real, Complex} with relation SubsetOJ~ 
6. City might have term set {Denver, Miami, New York, Tallahassee, Tampa} with 
binary relations LowerCrimeRate and HigherEmploymentRate reflecting the 
relationships along these respective parameters. 
7. Intel_CPU might have the term set {8086, 80286, 80386, 80486, Pentium} 
with the relations CostMoreThan, PerJbrmBetterThan, d LessHeatThan. 
Examples of unstructured terms sets would be the set of states mentioned above and 
the set of colors {red, yellow, blue} for linguistic variable PrimaryColor, without 
specifying any particular relation between the states or colors. 
Still another addition is to allow terms to be ranked in various ways, and to 
have for each such way a function which returns a term's rank. For example, the 
term set for the above linguistic variable City could have a ranking according to 
(nominal or actual) crime rate given as 
{Tallahassee/2, Denver~3, Tampa~5, Miami/7, New York/10} 
and a ranking according to (nominal or actual) employment rate given as 
{Tallahassee /3,Denver~5, Tampa~6, New York~8, Miami~9}, 
in which case there would be associated functions CrimeRate and Employmen- 
tRate which, for each term, return the corresponding numerical values. These 
modifications and additions allow for introduction of the various reasoning modes 
discussed below. 
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3. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
In [13] an atomic formula was defined to be a syntactic string of the form 
r(xl . . . . .  xn) or e(Xl . . . . .  xn) 
where r is an elementary term, e is an expression (see the following Section 4.5), 
and Xl . . . . .  xn are individual variables. For example, rather__preferred(x, y) ex- 
presses the fact that x is somewhat preferred to y, and NOT_tall~ND_NOT-short(x) 
expresses the fact that x is neither tall nor short. Here it will be useful to 
have a notation in which the associated linguistic variables are made formally 
explicit. This will be done by writing r(Xl . . . . .  xn) as A(xl . . . . .  xn; r) and 
e(xl . . . . .  x,) as A(Xl . . . . .  x,; e), where A is the relevant linguistic variable. 
Thus the foregoing become Preference(x, y; rather_preferred) and Height(x; 
NOT_tali_AND__NOT_short). It is also allowed to substitute names of specific 
individuals, e.g., Jim or Sears Tower, for individual variables. If no individ- 
ual variables are specified in the atomic formula, then the above notation may 
be abbreviated as A(r )  and A(e). In addition, since each term set may pos- 
sibly be associated with one or more relations R, we explicitly denote this by 
means of the form A(rl  . . . . .  rn; R). For example, Gity(rl, r2; LowerCrimeR- 
ate) expresses the fact that rl has a lower crime rate than r2. Analogously, for 
functions F defined on the term set, we shall use A(rl . . . . .  rn; F). For example, 
Gity(rl; CrimeRate) would be the function which returns the (nominal or actual) 
crime rate associated with rl. For reasons to become clear from the discussion 
of type 4 inference (Section 4.4), such functional expressions will also be used 
as atomic formulas. We will additionally allow atomic formulas of the form 
A(Xl . . . . .  x,,; r/) where r/ is a variable standing for some arbitrary or unknown 
term or expression. An atomic formula will sometimes be referred to simply as 
an atom. 
By a 3~brmula will be meant an expression made of such atoms using logical 
connectives 7, v, A, and --+ (or +--; see the following) in the usual way. A literal 
will be a formula which is either an atom or the negation of an atom. A literal 
which is an atom is positive; one which is a negated atom is negative. A clause 
is a set of literals. A definite clause is a clause with exactly one positive literal. 
Thus if ~P1, ~P2 . . . . .  ~P ,  are negative literals and C is a positive literal, then 
{~el,  ~P2 . . . . .  ~Pn, C} (1) 
is a definite clause. Clauses are interpreted asbeing disjunctions oftheir constituent 
literals, so that the above stands for the formula 
- ' P1  V ~P2 v - . .  v ~ v Pn v C. (2) 
By ordinary classical logic, the above is equivalent to the inference 
PI A P2 A . . "  A Pn -+ C, 
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which, following logic programming conventions, may be written as 
C +- Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pn. (3) 
In this paper, (2) and (3) will be taken as abbreviations for (1), and hence may 
also be referred to as clauses. When written in the form (3), however, the clause 
may alternatively be called a rule, with C being the conclusion and the Pi being 
the premises. Thus if it is given that • is a rule and that ~b c ~,  it is to be 
understood that membership is in the set of literals described as in (1). A rule is 
recursive if any ~ is associated with the same linguistic variable as C; otherwise, 
it is nonrecursive. To illustrate, the recursive rule 
Preference(x, z; preferred) +-- Preference(x, y; preferred), 
Preference(y, z; preferred) 
expresses that i fx  is preferred to y and y is preferred to z then x is preferred to z. 
We admit to a certain confusion of terminology in talking about formulas and 
rules. This is due in part to a confusion which already has become commonplace in 
the literature of expert systems. In traditional logic presentations, a formula whose 
primary connective is --+ [or +--, as in (3) above] would be an "implication," while 
a "rule" would be a method by which formulas are derived from other formulas 
(e.g., modus ponens). In contemporary expert systems, however, it has become 
customary to refer to implications as "rules." In this paper we shall mostly adhere 
to the latter. In the following it may be noted that our various "inference types" or 
"inference modes" are more akin to the classical notion of an inference rule. 
Further following logic programming conventions, a definite clause consisting 
of just one (positive) literal will be a fact. This means that a definite clause is 
either a rule or a fact. A definite knowledge base will be any collection of definite 
clauses. 
A clause {~P1, ~P2 . . . . .  ~Pn } with no positive literal is a definite goal. Using 
notation as in (3), this may be written as 
+-- P1, P2 . . . . .  Pn 
A definite goal is so named because it is taken as something to be verified (or 
proved). For this reason it is also sometimes referred to as a query. For example, 
Position(x; project leader) +-- InnateAbility(x; high), 
WorkExperience(x; experienced) 
expresses the rule that a person would be suitable as a project leader if he/she has 
high innate ability and is experienced, and 
InnateAbility(x; high) +-- Creativity(x; creative), 
Leadership(x; AT_.LEAST good) 
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expresses the rule that a person has high innate ability if he/she is creative and has 
at least good leadership qualities. These, together with the facts 
WorkExporience(Jim; exper ienced)  
Croativity(Jim; very  creat ive)  
Leadership(Jim; very  good)  
constitute a definite knowledge base from which one could conclude that Jim 
would be acceptable as a project leader. In SAR, this conclusion is to be obtained 
by presenting the system with the query 
+- Position(Jim; e) 
4. TYPES OF INFERENCE 
This section presents five different types of inferencing techniques. Each consti- 
tutes a distinct way of ascribing meanings to inference rules written in the manner 
described in the preceding section. 
4.1. Type 1 Inference: Table Lookup 
Here an inference rule is attached to a decision table, and inferencing is per- 
formed by looking up the premises in the table and reading out the associated 
conclusion. The table may be determined in advance or computed at runtime, 
depending on the intended application. In order to make this type of inference 
practical, however, the term sets should be limited to a manageable size. Suppose 
we have a rule 
' ' " y )  +-- A l (x l ,1 ,  Xl.m,; Y l )  . . . . .  A (x  1, . . .  , x  m, . . . ,  
An(Xn,1  . . . . .  Xn,mn ; Yn), 
' ' form a subset Of  X l ,1 ,  Xl ,ml  . ,Xn ,  1 . . . ,  where the variables x I . . . . .  x m . . . . . . . .
Xn,m. , and where y,  Yl . . . . .  Yn are variables representing terms from the term 
sets for linguistic variables A, A l . . . . .  An. Then the associated decision table has 
the form 
DTR = {(C(Zl) . . . . .  c( rn) ,  c ( r ) )  I 721 E T1 . . . . .  Zn, ~ Tn, z ~ T} ,  
where Tl . . . . .  Tn, T are term sets for A 1 . . . . .  An ,  A, and where c(r l )  . . . . .  c(rn), 
c ( r )  are codings (labels) for rl . . . . .  rn, r. Various coding methods are allowed; 
by default, we assume a simple numerical listing in the order of their appearing in 
the definition of the associated term set. 
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Then inferencing isperformed as follows. Suppose for some individuals al,1 . . . .  , 
a,,.m°, we are given that 
A1 (a,., . . . . .  al,m, ; rf) . . . . .  An (an.l . . . . .  a . . . . . .  ; 72~n) 
are true. Then one looks up the tuple 
(c(r;) . . . . .  C(¢n), c(r '))  6 DTR. 
/ ! having r I , . . . ,  r,, as its first n elements, and concludes A(atl, . . . ,am; " "C ' ) .  
No restrictions are placed on DTR except hat it must prescribe a well-defined 
mapping from premises to conclusions. Indeed, the table could be based on 
the compositional rule of inference, but would be determined in advance to save 
processing during runtime. This method is completely free form, however, and 
need not be based on any particular underlying rationale. 
In effect this mode of inference is a convenient shorthand for a way in which 
approximate reasoning is sometimes provided in expert system shells that do not 
provide for representations involving fuzzy sets. To illustrate, consider Table 1. 
This is taken from [15, p. 171], which presents the system known as VP Ex- 
pert. This shows the decision rules used for the final level of a local area network 
client-screening advisor. The objective of the expert system is to assist the local 
area network vendor in selecting the level of expertise for an in-house representa- 
tive/consultant, based on the prospective client's estimated budget and organiza- 
tion size together with the network's anticipated cost. To properly represent these 
decision rules in SAR, define four linguistic variables with (ordered) term sets as 
Budget: {low, medium, high} 
OrgSize: {small, middle, large, very_large} 
Cost: {ok, inrange, too_high} 
RecommLevel: {trainee, experienced, very_experienced} 
Then the inference rule may be written as 
ReeommLevel(w) * -  Budget(x), OrgSize(y), Cost(z), 
where x, y, z, and w, respectively, are variables representing terms from Budget, 
OrgSize, Cost, and RecommLevel. Thus, e.g., from Table 1, i fx  is low, y is small, 
and z is ok, then w should be trainee. By the default coding method, the decision 
table for this rule is a set containing the 4-tuples (read in top-down column order) 
(1 ,1 ,1 ,1 )  (1 ,3 ,1 ,2)  (2 ,1 ,1 ,2)  (2 ,3 ,1 ,2)  (3 ,1 ,1 ,3)  (3 ,3 ,1 ,3)  
(1 ,1 ,2 ,1)  (1 ,3 ,2 ,2)  (2 ,1 ,2 ,2)  (2 ,3 ,2 ,2)  (3 ,1 ,2 ,2)  (3 ,3 ,2 ,3)  
( I ,1 ,3 ,1 )  (1 ,3 ,3 ,1)  (2 ,1 ,3 ,1)  (2 ,3 ,3 ,2)  (3 ,1 ,3 ,2)  (3 ,3 ,3 ,3)  
(1 ,2 ,1 ,1)  (1 ,4 ,1 ,2)  (2 ,2 ,1 ,2)  (2 ,4,1,3)  (3 ,2 ,1 ,3)  (3 ,4 ,1 ,3)  
(1 ,2 ,2 ,1)  (1 ,4 ,2 ,2)  (2 ,2 ,2 ,2)  (2 ,4 ,2 ,2)  (3 ,2 ,2 ,3)  (3 ,4 ,2 ,3)  
(1 ,2 ,3 ,1)  (1 ,4 ,3 ,2)  (2 ,2 ,3 ,2)  (2 ,4 ,3 ,2)  (3 ,2 ,3 ,2)  (3 ,4 ,3 ,3)  
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Table 1. Client Screening Advisor for Local-Area Network: 
Sample Set 
Organization Recommended 
Budget size Cost analyst level 
low small 
low small 
low small 
low middle 
low middle 
low middle 
low large 
low large 
low large 
low very_large 
low very_large 
low very_large 
medium small 
medium small 
medium small 
medium middle 
medium middle 
medium middle 
medium large 
medium large 
medium large 
medium very_large 
medium very_large 
medium very_large 
high small 
high small 
high small 
high middle 
high middle 
high middle 
high large 
high large 
high large 
high very_large 
high very_large 
high very_large 
ok 
in_range 
too_high 
ok 
tn_range 
toohigh 
ok 
in_range 
too_high 
ok 
tn range 
too_high 
ok 
tn_range 
too_high 
ok 
m_range 
too_high 
ok 
in_range 
too_high 
ok 
re_range 
too_high 
ok 
in range 
too_high 
ok 
tn_range 
too_high 
ok 
tn_range 
too_high 
ok 
m_range 
too_high 
trainee 
trainee 
trainee 
trainee 
trainee 
trainee 
experienced 
experienced 
trainee 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
trainee 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
very_experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
very_experienced 
experienced 
experienced 
vetTy_experienced 
very_experienced 
experienced 
very_experienced 
very_experienced 
very_experienced 
very_experienced 
very_experienced 
very_experienced 
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Thus a single rule, together with a decision table, can be used to encode a large 
collection of rules. Note that table lookup can be applied on both structured and 
unstructured term sets. Note also that this method does not preclude the use of 
fuzzy sets (or other means, e.g., intervals) for representing such terms as low, 
smal l ,  and ok. Such interpretations are here regarded as external to the system, 
however, inasmuch as the inferencing process makes no use of them. 
This mode of inference includes classical (bivalent) inference as a special case. 
Restrict the linguistic variables to have terms sets of the form F1, and let the 
decision table have only one tuple, consisting of the primary terms for those 
variables. Then the concluding primary term will follow only if the premise 
primary terms are all true. 
4.2. Type 2 Inference: Distance Measure 
This inference mode was inspired initially (in [13]) by an analogy with well- 
known methods of multicriteria decision making. Based on this analogy, the 
linguistic variables associated with the premises of an inference may be regarded as 
criteria, and the linguistic variable associated with the conclusion may be regarded 
as a decision variable. Then strong/high ratings along the premises hould yield 
strong conclusions, weak/low premises hould yield weak conclusions, strong 
ratings on some premises hould cancel out weak ratings on others, and so on. 
Here one uses a distance measure ~defined by 
S(r, r ' )  = p(r ' )  - p(r )  
where r, r '  are linguistic terms from the same linguistic variable A, and p (r), p (r ')  
are their ranks.  Rankings for terms may be defined in various ways for different 
types of term sets. A straightforward approach is to assign the integers -4  . . . . .  4 
to the terms in term sets of form F6 in the order shown [i.e., e-ant (k )  through e-k]. 
Then for smaller term sets, use the corresponding subset of -4  . . . . .  4. In SAR, 
since term sets do not necessarily fit one of the forms F1 through F6, the default 
ranking will be as for the codings in the section above, i.e., a simple numerical 
listing in their order of appearance in the term set's definition. For notational 
convenience, nondefault ranks will typically be listed right with the terms in the 
term set definition, e.g., a term set for Height might be given as {shor t /1 ,  med ium~3,  
tal l~5 }. 
The inference mechanism ay be described as follows. Consider an inference 
rule of the form 
A(x'  1, . . . , x '  "m "C) +--- A l (X l . l , . . . ,X l ,m, ;  Z'l), . . . ,  An(Xn,l,...,Xn,m,,; Z'n), 
where rl . . . . .  r,, and r are linguistic terms from the linguistic variables A l . . . . .  A. 
and A respectively, and the variables x I . . . . .  x' m are a subset of  x l, 1 . . . . .  X j,m, . . . . .  
x,~.l . . . . .  x,,,m,,. Suppose that for some individuals al.l . . . . .  an,m., we are given 
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that 
Al(al , l  . . . . .  al,m,; ~)  . . . . .  An(an,l . . . . .  an.m,; z~) 
are all true, where r~ . . . . .  z~' are terms from the term sets for A1 . . . . .  An. Then 
the inference scheme allows one to conclude A (al . . . . .  am; r ')  where r '  is a term 
from the term set of A for which the distance measure 8(r, r ')  is closest o 
If the value of a is half way between two consecutive ranks, then SAR chooses 
the term with the higher ank. 
Thus in distance measure a single rule with summation formula can be used to 
encode a large collection of rules. Technically this may be viewed an abbreviation 
of the table lookup method that can be employed when the table is structured so 
that the relationship between premises and conclusions can be expressed in this 
way. In other words, the summation formula is an encoding of a particular kind 
of decision table. 
SAR follows essentially the same approach as described in [13], but with two 
modifications inorder to make it more flexible for dealing with complex and realis- 
tic situations. First is that distance measures are applied locally rather than globally, 
i.e., each rule is assigned its own formula for distance computation. Second is that 
a weighting factor wi may be added to each atomic formula Ai (Xi,1 . . . . .  Xi,rnl ; 72i), 
for i = 1 . . . . .  n, indicating the importance of each such formula for deriving the 
final conclusion. In this case the conclusion term 3' will be that for which 8(r, r J) 
is closest o 
= 
i=1 
Note that the weighting factors used here are attached to the rule only, not to the 
terms in the linguistic variables. 
To illustrate, suppose we have two linguistic variables Height and Suitability 
with (ranked) term sets {short~l, medium~3, tall~5} and {unsuitable~l, fair~3, 
suitable~5}. Consider the rule 
Suitability(x; suitable) ~-- Height(x; tall) 
with the weighting factor for Height(x; tall) given as 0.5. Suppose we are given 
that Height(Jim; short) is true. In the foregoing ranking scheme the distance from 
tall to short is g(tall, short) = 1 - 5 = -4 ,  and the term whose distance from 
suitable is closest o -4  x 0.5 = -2  is,f~tir (in fact 3(suitable,fair) is exactly -2) .  
Thus one obtains the conclusion Suitability(Jim; fair). 
While the above summation formula nd ranking scheme seem the most natural, 
it should be clear that other schemes and formulas may be devised. An example 
illustrating such a variant was given in [13]. 
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4.3. Type 3 Inference: Numerical Computation 
Recall from Section 2 that a linguistic variable A may employ a domain D and 
meaning assignment M. There the domain and meaning assignment were defined 
within the construct of a linguistic variable. For example, a linguistic variable 
Height may have a term set {short, medium, tall} with the domain being the range 
of heights from 0 to 9 feet. The meaning for short might be assigned as the interval 
from 0 to 5 feet; for medium, the interval from 5 to 6 feet; and for tall, the interval 
from 6 to 9 feet. Alternatively, M may assign fuzzy subsets of D, or probability 
distributions over D, to terms. 
The third type of inference, numerical computation, provides a way to perform 
the inverse assignment, i.e., of elements of D to terms. This turns out to be 
equivalent to the above use of intervals. For example, we may rank the terms 
short, medium, and tall, respectively, as 1, 2, and 3, and introduce another linguistic 
variable ActualHeight which has terms specified as a range [0,9] with increment 
0.1. Note that ActualHeight is a numerical variable in the sense discussed in Section 
2. Consider the rule 
Height(x; y) +-- ActualHeight(x; z) 
with the associated computation formula 
p(y)  -~ 1 × (z <5)+2× (5<z<6)+3×(z  <6) ,  
where the parenthetical expressions are 1 if true and 0 if false. The formula is to be 
interpreted as: for an individual x with numerical height z, let y be the term from 
Height whose rank p(y)  is closest o the result of the computation on the right. 
In general, consider an inference rule of the form 
A(XZl . . . . .  x~n" y) ~ AI (X I ,1  . . . . .  Xl ,m I ; 2"1) . . . . .  
An(xn,l . . . . .  Xn,m,; zn), 
. . ,  ' a reasubseto fx l , l  , , . . .  where the variables x' l , .  x m . . . . .  X l,m~ . . . .  Xn,l , Xn,m,,, 
where zl . . . . .  Zn are variables standing for arbitrary terms from the numerical 
variables A l . . . . .  An, and where y is a variable standing for an arbitrary term (not 
necessarily numerical) from A. Suppose the formula for the above rule is 
p(y)  ~-- F(z l  . . . . .  zn). 
Let al.1 . . . . .  an,re, be some individuals uch that 
A1 (al.1 . . . . .  al,ml ; Z'l) . . . . .  An(an,1 . . . . .  an,m,, ; "On) 
are all true, where r~ . . . . .  rn are terms for A 1 . . . . .  An .  Then the inference scheme 
allows one to conclude A(al  . . . . .  am; r) ,  where r is a term for A whose rank is 
closest to F(z l  . . . . .  Zn). Since numerical terms are their own ranks, it follows 
that, if A is a numerical variable, then r is just the numerical value F (z 1 , . . . ,  Zn). 
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To illustrate the more general case, suppose we have the following six variables: 
Cost: {ok/1, in_range~2, too_high~3} 
Costlndex: [0, 2]/0. i 
CostEstimate: [0, 100000]/100 
NodeCost: [0, 10000]/100 
FloorCost: [0, 10000]/100 
BuildingCost: [0, 10000]/100 
together with three inference rules 
Cost(z) 4- Costlndex(v) 
Costlndex(v) ~-- CostEstimate(c), EstimatedBudget(b) 
CostEstimate(c) 4- NodeCost(cl), FloorCost(c2), BuildingCost(c3) 
and their respective computation formulas 
z - -  1 x (v < 1 .0 )+2x (1 .0< v < 1 .5 )+3x(v  < 1.5), 
v ~- c/b, 
c ~ (Cl +c2  +c3)  x 1 .15+2000.  
Suppose we are given that the estimated budget is 15,000, while the node cost, floor 
cost, and building cost are 3000, 2000, and 5000. Then from the above formulas, 
the cost estimate is (3000 + 2000 + 5000) x 1.15 + 2000 = 13,500, and the cost 
index is 13,500/15,000 = 0.9. Thus, from the cost index 0.9, we can conclude the 
term for Cost is ok. 
4.4. Type 4 Inference: Term Relat ion 
This type actually subsumes three distinct ypes of inferences employing special 
purpose functions or relations defined on terms. Consider the following three 
linguistic variables. 
1. City with term set {Tallahassee, Denver, Tampa, Miami, New York}. Under 
the ranking assignment 
{Tallahassee/2, Denver~3, Tampa~5, Miami~7, New York/10} 
we shall have the function City(x; CrimeRate) returning the rank of x as a 
nominal crime rate, the function City(x, y; CrimeDiff) defined by 
City(x, y; CrimeDiff) = City(y; CrimeRate) - City(x; CrimeRate) 
and the relation City(x, y; LowerCrimeRate) returning TRUE or FALSE ac- 
cording as the rank o fx  is or is not less that the rank of y. Under the ranking 
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2, 
3. 
assignment 
{Tallahassee/3, Denver~5, Tampa~6, New York~8, Miami~9} 
we shall have the function City(x; EmploymentRate), r turning the rank of 
x as a nominal employment rate, the function City(x, y; EmploymentDiff) 
defined by 
City(x, y; EmploymentDiff) = City(x ; EmploymentRate) 
- City(y; EmploymentRate) 
and the relation City(x, y; HigherEmploymentRate) returning TRUE or FALSE 
according as the rank of x is or is not less than the rank of y. 
LivingCond with ranked term set {very bad~l, bad~2, medium~3, good~4, 
very good~5}. 
Preference with ranked term set {slightly~oreferred/1, preferred~2, strongly_ 
preferred~3 }. 
4.4.1. USING FUNCTIONS WHICH RETURN A TERM'S RANK The inference rule 
kivingCond(x; y) +-- City(x; CrimeRate), City(x; EmploymentRate) 
states that the living condition y of city x can be determined by its crime rate and 
employment rate. Assuming the associated computation formula is 
p(y)= 1 x ( t  < 1)+2x(1  <t  <3)+3x(3<t  <5)  
+4x(5<t  <7)+5 x (7<t )  
where t = City(x; EmploymentRate) - 0.5 x City(x; CrimeRate). Then for city 
Miami, the value of t  is (9 - 0.5 × 7) = 5.5. Thus p(y) is 4, from which we can 
conclude that the living condition of Miami is good. 
For the general case, consider a rule of the form 
A'(x; y) *-- A(x; f~) . . . . .  A(x; j';,) 
where x and y are variables tanding for arbitrary terms for linguistic variables A
and A', and the functions 3'; (x) return the rank of term for x under the ranking 
assignment associated with J~.. Suppose the formula for the above is 
p(y) = F(A(x;  f l )  . . . . .  A(x; fn)). 
Then for a term r in place of x, the inference scheme allows one to conclude 
A' ( r ;  r ' )  where r '  is the term for A' that is closest o p(y). 
4.4.2. USING FUNCTIONS FOR COMPUTATION AMONG TERMS Suppose we 
want to express the preference of city x over city y in terms of the crime rates and 
the employment rates of x and y. This can be written as 
Preference(x, y; z) +-- City(x, y; CrimeDiff), City(x, y; EmploymentDiff ) 
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with associated computation 
p(z)= 1 x (r  <- - l )+2x  ( - l _<t  <3)+3 x (3 <t )  
where t = City(x, y; CrimeDiff ) + City(x, y; EmploymentDiff). Then for Miami 
and Tampa, the value of  t is 
City(Miami, Tampa; CrimeDiff) + City(Miami, Tampa; EmploymentDiff) 
= (5 -7)+(9-6)= 1, 
so that p (z) is 2, meaning that Miami is preferred to Tampa. 
In general, suppose we have a rule of  the form 
A' (x l  . . . . .  xn; z) +-- A(xl  . . . . .  xn; f l )  . . . . .  A(xI  . . . . .  Xn; JZn) 
where xl . . . . .  x,  are term variables for linguistic variables A, and z is a term vari- 
able for A'.  The functions f i  (Xl . . . . .  xn) are defined on the terms forx l  . . . . .  Xn in 
the term set associated with f i .  Suppose the computation formula for the above is 
p(z) = F(A(x l  . . . . .  xn; fl) . . . . .  A(xl  . . . . .  Xn; fn)). 
Then for terms rl . . . . .  rn in place o fx l  . . . . .  x . ,  the inference scheme allows one 
to conclude A ' ( r l  . . . . .  r~; r ' ) ,  where r '  is the term for A '  that is closest o p(z). 
4.4.3. USING RELATIONS DEFINED ON TERM SETS Consider the rule 
Preference(x,  y; preferred) ~-- City(x, y; LowerCrimeRate), 
City(x, y; HigherEmploymentRate). 
This expresses that if city x has lower cr ime rate and higher employment  rate 
than city y, then city x is preferred to city y. Suppose we want to check if 
Miami is preferred to Tampa. Since City(Miami, Tampa; LowerCrimeRate) returns 
FALSE, and Gity(Miami, Tampa; HigherEmploymentRate) returns TRUE, we cannot 
conclude Preference(Miami, Tampa; preferred). On the other hand, taking Miami 
for x and New York for y, we do obtain Preference(Miami, New York; preferred). 
The general case here is the form 
A'(Xl . . . . .  Xn; l") +-- A(Xl . . . . .  Xn; R1) . . . . .  A(Xl . . . . .  Xn; Rn) 
where Xl . . . . .  xn are term variables for linguistic variable A, the Ri are relations 
defined on those terms, and r '  is a term for A'. Given that the A(r l  . . . . .  rn; Ri) 
are TRUE for i = 1 . . . . .  n, then the inference scheme allows one to conclude 
A ' ( r l  . . . . .  rn; r ' ) .  
4.5. Type 5 Inference: Term Algebra 
This mode of inference is an adaptation of a scheme originally introduced in 
[13]. Let A be a linguistic variable with term set T (we here do not distinguish 
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between elementary terms and their synonyms). The expressions of A are defined 
as follows: (i) terms in T are expressions of A; (ii) if e and e' are expressions of 
A, then so are (e AND e'), and (s OR s'), and NOT t e; (iii) if e is a term in T,  then 
AT_LEASTo ~e and AT_MOSTo 8 are expressions of A. For each such e, the relative 
meaning #(e)  is given as a subset of T. In particular, for s in T, set 
lz(e) = {el. 
For arbitrary expressions e and e', set 
#(e  AND e') = /z(e) n #(e ' ) ,  
/z(e OR e') = //.(e) U #(S') ,  
/z(NOYt e) = T -- #(e) ,  
where N, U, and - are ordinary set intersection, union, and difference. NOTte 
is called total negation; its relative meaning denotes "anything except e." The 
relative meanings of the modifiers AT_LEASTo and AT_MOSTo are defined by 
/z(AT_LEAST o e) = {e' I a" > e}, 
/1,(AT_MOST o e) = {g ig  _< e}. 
These are called the ordered at least and ordered at most, and are intended to be 
used when there is a linear ordering of the terms in T. For example, for terms 
representing letter grades, AT_LEASTo B is interpreted as the set of grades B and 
better. As another, for terms given as numbers in some range, e.g., [0, 10000]/100 
for BuildingCost (Section 4.3), AT_LEASTo 7500 is interpreted as the set of terms 
> 7500. 
In case the term set is defined in terms of some primary term rp according to one 
of the six forms described in Section 2, then one adds to the above definition of ex- 
pression: (iv) i fe is aterm in T,  then NOTo e, NOTs e, NOTa E, NOTv e, AT_LEASTf 8, 
and AT_MOSTf 6 are expressions of A. These are defined here essentially as in [ 13]. 
NOTo e, the ordered negation, means "something less than e" i fe is above med(rp) 
(e.g., not tall) and "something more than E" if e is below med(rp) (e.g., not short). 
This is defined by 
{ {e ' l~ '  <e} if e >med(rp) ,  p(NOYo 8) = {E'] e' > e} if e < med(rp), 
undefined if e = med(rp). 
NOTs e, the strong ordered negation, denotes "not at all e" and applies only to rp 
and ant(rp) (e.g., not at all short). This is defined by 
{e ' le '  <med(rp)}  if e=rp ,  
p(NOTsS) = {e' I e' > med(rp)} if e = ant(rp), 
undefined otherwise. 
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NOTa e, the antonymical negation, stands for "the antonym ofe" and is defined by 
ant(rp)  if g----rp, 
p(NOYa e) = ] rp if e = ant(rp), 
| undefined otherwise. 
NOT v 8, the "not very" negation, denotes "not very &'  Recall that r-rp stands for 
"rather rp" and V-rp stands for "very rp" and assume these are included in the 
current erm set. Let 
r-'cp if 6 = U-lZp, 
p(NOYo6) ----- ~ r -ant(rp)  if e = v-ant(vp),  
| undefined otherwise. 
The relative meaning of AT_LEASTf 6 is defined by 
]{e'  e '>e} i f  e>med(rp) ,  
p (AT_LEASTf 6) 
I {6' 6 '<6} i f  6 <med(rp) .  
and that of AT_MOSTf 8 is defined by 
6) = [{6'  e' <6} i f  6 > med(rp) ,  
p (AT_MOSTf [ {6' e '>6} i f  6 <med(rp) .  
Thus for the linguistic variable Height with order < as in Section 2, AT_LEASTf 
tall would be interpreted as the set of terms > tall, and AT_.LEASTf short would be 
interpreted as the set of terms < short. Similarly for AT_MOSTf. 
The general deduction scheme for type 5 inferences i as follows. Consider an 
inference of the form 
A(Xt, . . . . .  X'n; 8) 4-- AI(XI,1 . . . . .  Xl ,m, ;e l )  . . . . .  An(xn, 1 . . . . .  x . . . .  ;~'n) 
where sl . . . . .  6n and 6 are expressions from the linguistic variables AI . . . . .  An 
and A, and where x' 1 . . . . .  x~ is a subset of Xl,l . . . . .  Xl,m . . . . . .  Xn,l . . . . .  Xn,m.. 
For each i = 1 . . . . .  n, let e~ be an expression of Ai, and let ai, l . . . . .  ai,mj be 
individuals. Suppose that, for each i, Ai(ai,1 . . . . .  ai,m,; s~) is true. We say that 
the ith premise is satisfied if/z(s~) __ #(6i). If all the premises are satisfied, then 
" 6) where ' ' are the individuals corresponding we conclude A(a/l . . . . .  a n, a 1 . . . . .  a n 
! 
tOXl, " ' ' 'Xn"  
To illustrate, consider the inference 
Suitability(x; suitable) +- Height(x; AT_LEASTf medium) 
where {short, medium, tall} and {unsuitable,fair, suitable} are term sets for Height 
and Suitability. Assume these are defined according to form F2, taking short and 
medium as synonyms for ant(tall) and med(tall), taking unsuitable and fair as 
synonyms for ant(suitable) and med(suitable), and assuming both sets are ordered 
in the natural way. Suppose we are given that Height(John; tall) is true. Then from 
the definition of relative meaning, #(tall) = {tall}, and/z(AT_LEASTf medium) = 
{medium, tall}. Since #(tall) c_ tz (AT_LEASTf medium), the premise is satisfied. 
Thus we may conclude $uitability(John; suitable). 
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4.6. Mixed Types of Inference 
Given the foregoing five modes, the question arises whether it may be possible 
to combine different modes within the same rule. Since each of the first four types 
of  inference presents a fundamental ly distinct way of  reasoning, it is not al lowed 
for any of  these to be mixed together. For similar reasons, type 4 reasoning cannot 
be mixed with type 5. Any of the first three can be mixed with type 5, however, 
and each of  these three cases is considered here. 
4.6.1. MIXING TYPE 1 AND TYPE 5 Consider a rule of the form 
A(x I  , t  . . . , Xm,t. y)  +-- A1 (X l ,1 ,  " • • , Xl,ml " Y l )  . . . . .  An(Xn, l  . . . . .  Xn,m. ; Y, , ) ,  
An+l  (Xn+l ,1  . . . . .  Xn+l,ml ; '~1 ) . . . . .  
An+p(Xn+p, l  . . . . .  Xn+p,m. ; 8p) 
where the variables x tl . . . . .  x~n constitute a subset of  x1,1 . . . .  , X l,m, . . . . .  x~, 1 . . . . .  
Xn,m,,, Xn+l ,1 ,  • • • , Xn+l.ml, . . . .  Xn+p.1 . . . . .  Xn+p.mn; where y and Y l ,  • • • , Yn are 
variables representing linguistic terms for A and A I . . . . .  An (for type 1 inference); 
where we have a decision table 
DTR = {(c(z-1) . . . . .  c(z-n), c(77)) [ Z-1 E T1 . . . . .  rn  E Tn, z- 6 T}, 
where T1 . . . . .  T~ and T are term sets for AI . . . . .  A,, and A, and c(z-1) . . . . .  c(z-n) 
and c ( r )  are codings for rl . . . . .  rn and z-; and where el . . . . .  ep are expressions 
for An+x . . . . .  An+ p (for type 5 inference). Suppose that for some individuals 
a l , l ,  • • • , an,m,,, an+l ,1 ,  • • • , an+p,m.,  we are given that 
Al(al ,1 . . . . .  al,rnl; z'f) . . . . .  A,,(an,, . . . . .  an,m,, ; z-t;) 
and 
! / 
An+, (an+l , ,  . . . . .  an+l ,m,"  e l )  . . . . .  An+/,(an+p,, . . . . .  a, ,+p,m, ;  gp)  
are all true. I f /z(e~) c l * (e i )  for i = 1 . . . . .  p, then from the decision table one 
can conclude A(a{ , . . .  , am' ," z-'), where 
(c ( r ; )  . . . . .  c ' (z- ' ) ,  c(z-')) ¢ DTR. 
4.6.2. MIXING TYPE 2 AND TYPE 5 Consider a rule of the form 
A(x', . . . . .  x;.; z-) 
+--  A1  (X l , l  . . . . .  Xl,m, ; Z - l )  . . . . .  An(Xn, l  . . . . .  Xn,m. ; z-n), 
A,,+l (X,,+IA . . . . .  Xn+l.m, ; e l )  . . . . .  An+p(Xn+p, l  . . . . .  Xn+ I. . . .  ; 81,) 
where the variables xtl . . . . .  x;n constitute a subset ofx l ,  1 . . . . .  X l,m~ . . . . .  xn.  1 . . . .  , 
Xn,mn, Xn+l . l ,  • • • , Xn+l,rnl, . . . , Xn+p,l,  • • • , Xn+p,mn ; where r, z-I, • •. ,  z-n, are lin- 
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guistic terms for A, A I , . . . ,  An (for type 2 inference); where we have an associ- 
ated summation formula with weighting factors 
n 
= E w,a(-fi, "f;) 
i= l  
and where el . . . . .  ep are expressions for An+, . . . . .  An+p (for type 5 inference). 
Suppose that for some individuals a,, l  . . . . .  an,m., an+l.l . . . . .  an+p,m,, we are 
given that 
A,  (a,., . . . . .  al.m,; "t'f) . . . . .  An(an, 1 . . . . .  an.m,,; "fin) 
and 
An+, (an+i,, . . . . .  a,,+,,m, ; ) . . . . .  A,,+p(a,,+l,,, . . . . .  an+p,m.; e'p) 
are all true. I f  #(e~) _c IZ(ei) for i = 1 . . . . .  p, then the inference scheme allows 
one to conclude A (al . . . . .  am ; -f'), where r '  is the term for A for which the distance 
a(r, -f') is closest to the value cr computed as above. 
4.6.3. MIXING TYPE 3 AND TYPE 5 Consider a rule of  the form 
, , .  y) 
a(x  l , . . .  , x m , 
+--- A l (x l , l  . . . . .  Xl ,mt ;  Zl )  . . . . .  An(Xn , l  . . . . .  Xn,m. ;  Zn) ,  
An+l  (Xn+l ,  l . . . . .  Xn+l ,nq  ; e l  ) . . . . .  An+p(Xn+p, l  . . . . .  Xn4-p ,m.  ; gp)  
' ' constitute a subset o fxL , , .  . . . . . .  where the variables X l . . . . .  X m , X l ,m, ,  Xn ,  1, • • • , 
Xn ,mn , Xn+l , i ,  . . . , Xn+l ,m~,  . , . , Xn+p,  l . . . .  , Xn+p,m.  ; where y is a variable rep- 
resenting a (linguistic or numerical) term for A (for type 3 inference); where 
Zl . . . . .  zn are variables representing numerical terms for linguistic variables 
A1 . . . . .  An; where the associated computation formula is 
p(y)  ~ F(Zl  . . . . .  zn); 
and where el . . . . .  ep are expressions for An+, . . . . .  An+p ~for type 5 inference). 
Suppose that for some individuals a ,,, . . . . .  a.,m. , an+ l, l . . . . .  an + p.m, we are given 
that 
A,  (at,, . . . . .  a,,,n,; -f;) . . . . .  An(an,,  . . . . .  a . . . .  ;"fin) 
and 
! 
An+l (an+l,1 . . . . .  an+l,m, ; 8; ) . . . . .  An+l,(an+p,l . . . . .  an+p,m. ; el,) 
are all true, where r[ . . . . .  vin are numerical terms for A 1 . . . . .  A .. I f  tt (e~) _ tt (ei) 
for i = 1 . . . . .  p, then this inference scheme allows one to conclude A(a l  . . . . .  
am; -f'), where -f' is a term for A whose rank is closest o p (-f) [recall that v' is just 
p(-f) i f  A is a numerical variable). 
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5. EV IDENCE COMBINAT ION 
The need for evidence combination arises when the given facts and rules allow 
more than one conclusion to be derived for the same linguistic variable. For exam- 
ple, by one line of reasoning one might deduce that x is AT_LEASTf suitable, and 
by another that x is rather unsuitable. Then the problem is how to combine these 
two results into a single suitability determination. In the context of the foregoing 
inference modes, three cases need to be considered: all conclusions derived are 
linguistic terms, all are expressions, and some are terms and some are expressions. 
We here propose some sample approaches for each of these cases. In addition 
we present a simple method for prioritizing rules, so that evidence resulting from 
rules with lower priority can be ignored. How one combines evidence is to a 
certain extent situation-dependent; therefore SAR leaves open the option to create 
methods other than those discussed here. 
5.1. Conclusions Derived are Terms 
Consider the three ranked linguistic variables 
Health: {bad_health~ 1, medium_health~2, good_health~3}, 
Smoking Habit: {smoking/1, medium_ smoking~2, non_ smoking~3 }, 
Exercise: {little_exercise~l, medium_exercise~2, regular_exercise~3} 
together with following type 2 inferences: 
R l : Health (x; good-health) +-- Smoking Habit(x; non_ smoking), 
R2: Health (x; good_health) +- Exercise(x; regular_exercise). 
where the associated weighting factors in the (one term) summations are all 1. Sup- 
pose we are given the facts SmokingHabit(John; onJmoking) and Exercise(John; 
medium_exercise). Then from R1, one can derive Health(John; good_health), and 
from R2, one can derive Health(John; medium_health). This section presents 
several possible techniques for combining these two results. 
A simple approach would be to apply the max function to the ranks, returning 
good_health as the one with the highest rank. This method would not be uni- 
versally applicable, however. For example, it may happen that the conclusions 
derived are contradictory. Suppose we are given the facts SmokingHabit(John; 
non__smoking) and Exercise(John; little_exercise). Then the corresponding con- 
clusions are Health(John; good-health) and Health(John; bad_health). Here sev- 
eral alternative vidence combination techniques come to mind. One would 
be to average the two conclusions by rank, yielding th& answer Health(John; 
medium_health). Another would be to favor the worst result as an explicit warning 
to the user, i.e., Health(John; bad-health). A third would be to produce no result, 
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and simply announce that a contradiction has been discovered, without rying to 
resolve it. 
A general methodology, effectively covering all conceivable evidence combi- 
nation procedures, is to predetermine the results of evidence combination for all 
possible combinations of terms for a given linguistic variable and code these into a 
decision table. This approach is maximally general inasmuch as the decision table 
can embody any combination rules one may want. The tabular method is plausible 
because the total number of rules, facts, and terms is finite, so that the number of 
possible cases is finite. This scheme may be formulated as follows. Suppose we 
have a definite knowledge base A with rules R = {R1, R2 . . . . .  Rs} (and possibly 
also some facts). The Ri are definite clauses having the form 
Ci +- ei.1 . . . . .  Pi,q 
where the Ci are atomic formulas. Let A be any linguistic variable appearing in 
one or more of the Ci. Let the count of these Ci be m. Let S be the set of rules 
having these Ci as their conclusions, and let T = {rl, r2 . . . . .  rn} be the term 
set for A. For all conclusions derived from rules in S, evidence combination is
performed by checking against a decision table having the form 
DTev(A) = {(N1, N2 . . . . .  Nn, vi) [ Nl + N2+ "'" + Nn < m, 1 < i < mn}, 
where Nj is the number of times the term rj is derived as a conclusion in some 
rules in S, and vi is either (1) the rank or other coding of some term r for A or 
(2) 13, indicating a contradiction or no result. The total number of elements in 
DTev(A) will be m n. An advantage of this scheme is that it allows one to account 
for evidence accumulation, i.e., to have the evidence combination depend on the 
number of times various terms are derived. Note that if n and m are large, not only 
is it time-consuming to build the decision table, but it is also space-consuming 
to store the necessary information. Nonetheless this approach should be feasible 
for many real-world applications. In practice one can usually manage n and m to 
reasonable sizes. Note that if a new rule with conclusion involving A is added to 
the knowledge base, then the table needs to be revised. 
Alternatives to this method may also be employed. For example, one might 
choose the term whose rank is closest o the value returned by one or other of the 
following: 
MAx(N1, N2 . . . . .  Nn): the term which occurs most often, 
MIN(NI, N2 . . . . .  Nn): the term occurring least often, 
AVG(NI, N2 . . . . .  Nn): the term whose rank is the average of the 
ranks of all terms derived, 
WEIGHT(N1, N2 . . . . .  Nn): the term with rank EwiNi ,  where wi 
is a weighting factor for term ri. 
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A slightly more complex formula, suitable for working with term sets that are 
structured according to one of the six forms (Section 2), was presented in [13]. 
All these techniques assume that the rules are of equal priority. It would not be 
difficult, however, to define a priority relation on the rules in S, and allow this to 
also enter into the evidence combination procedure. The basic idea is: given some 
terms derived by means of rules in S, apply evidence combination only to those 
terms coming from rules with high priority, and ignore all the others. In this case, 
one would need a different decision table or function for each priority level having 
more than one rule, and a specified cutoffpriority level. For example, assume there 
are five rules Rl, R2, R3, R4, and R5 in S with the respective priorities 1, 2, 2, 3, and 
3. Then two decision tables or functions are attached: one for rules having priority 
2, and one for rules having priority 3. Suppose that in a particular derivation, only 
rules RI, R2, and R 3 were applied, and the cutoff is 2. Then the conclusion from 
Rl would be ignored, and the conclusions from R2 and R3 would be combined. 
5.2. Conclusions Derived Are Expressions 
The problem of evidence combination for expressions i much more complex 
than for terms, due to the use of logical operators and other modifiers. Reference 
[13] proposed a simple yet intuitive method, based on the fact that the relative 
meaning of an expression is a subset of the term set. Let el . . . . .  en be expressions 
derived as conclusions for a linguistic variable A, using n inference rules of type 
5. Then the summary expression ~for the evidence combination is given by 
l.L(8) -~- ~ lZ(Si)" 
i= I  
A result/*(e) = 0 can be interpreted as a contradiction. If b~(e) is a set of terms, 
then e can be taken as the disjunction of those terms, unless some simpler summary 
term could be employed, e.g., AT_MOSTo ~" for some term z. 
In some situations itmay be possible to prescribe such a summary term explicitly. 
For example, if all the expressions being combined are of the form AT_LEASTo "t', 
then the result of applying the above formula can be given as an expression of this 
same form. To illustrate, suppose we have the term set {very bad, bad, medium, 
good, very good}, ordered in the natural way. Then the result of combining the 
meanings of AT_LEASTo good and AT_LEASTo medium according to the above 
formula would be {good, very good}, which may be represented by the expression 
AT_LEASTo good. Similarly, if all expressions being combined are of the form 
AT_MOST o r,  then the result could be of this form. 
5.3. Conclusions Derived are Mixed 
In the general case, some rules may produce terms as conclusions while others 
produce xpressions. The method proposed here for combining such mixed types 
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of conclusions is essentially that of [13], but with the addition of a procedure 
for dealing with priorities. First, combine all conclusions that are terms using an 
evidence combination technique of the kind described in Section 5.1, to produce 
a summary term r. Next, combine all conclusions that are expressions, using an 
evidence combination technique of the kind described in Section 5.2, to produce a
summary expression e. Then combine r with ~ into a final expression e' depending 
on the priorities: 
1. If priority of r is higher than priority of e, check if r is in/z(e).  If it is, then 
e' = r. Otherwise ' cannot be resolved; return 0. 
2. If priority of e is higher than priority of r ,  check if r is in/z(E). If it is, then 
e' = e. Otherwise ' cannot be resolved; return 0. 
3. If r and e are of equal priority, then/z(e')  =/z ( r )  n/z(e) .  
Surely, further suitable techniques may be devised. 
6. SAR RESOLUTION 
This section overviews the well-known method of SLD resolution and explains 
how it may be adapted for the purposes of SAR. First we present a brief summary 
of the SLD resolution technique. Following this is an illustration of the essential 
idea of SAR resolution, using a simple example. Succeeding sections then expand 
on the main components of the SAR resolution process, leading finally to a general 
description of the overall algorithm. 
6.1. SLD Resolution 
SLD resolution was introduced by Kowalski in 1974 [16]. A standard reference 
is [17]. SLD resolution arose as an adaptation of SL resolution, proposed by 
Loveland in 1970 [18], and is best known as the inference mechanism for the 
Prolog programming language. The acronym SLD stands for linear esolution with 
selection function for definite clauses, where "definite clause" is taken in the same 
sense as defined in Section 3, except restricted to the case of ordinary first order 
languages. SLD resolution is generally referred to as a goal-driven or backward- 
chaining algorithm, reflecting the fact that it starts with the aim of verifying some 
formula and works backward through definite clauses (i.e., from conclusions to 
premises) to determine whether the goal follows from the given knowledge base. 
This stands in contrast with data-driven or forward-chaining systems, wherein 
one begins with the facts in the knowledge base and works forward through the 
definite clauses (premises to conclusions) until a clause of interest is derived. 
The resolution principle can be described briefly as follows; as a matter of 
convenience we are adapting the presentation i [19]. Two atoms q~ and ap are 
unifiable if there is a substitution ~for individual variables in 4~ and ~ such than 
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4~( = 7t(. In this case ( is called a unifier and ~b and ~ are said to be unifiedby ~. 
The unifer 0 is a most general unifier (mgu) of ~b and 7t if, for any other unifier 
y, there exists a substitution X such that ~b0X = q~y = 7ty. Let A be a definite 
knowledge base. Let ~ be a clause containing only negative titerals, and let qJ be a 
clause in A, i.e., either a fact or a rule. Let ~ be the positive literal in qJ (regarding 
qJ as a set of literals). Suppose an atom ~b in • is unifiable with ~ in qJ using an 
mgu 0, i.e., ~b0 = ~0.  Then the resolution principle can be represented by 
@ 
qJ 
= ( (¢  -- {-,q~}) U ('~ -- {~}))O 
where ~ is a resolvent of @ and ~.  Note that the resolvent ~ contains only 
negative literals. 
Suppose we have a definite knowledge base A and a query +-- Q expressed as a 
definite goal. The objective is to determine whether Q logically follows from the 
clauses in A. From the principles of classical logic, it is known that this will be true 
just in case A U {~Q} is unsatisfiable. Let ~Q be ~0. Repeatedly applying the 
above resolution principle produces an SLD derivation as shown in Figure 1. One 
starts by resolving ¢0, a query, and qJ0, a fact or a rule in A, with an mgu 00. From 
this one generates a linear chain of resolvents @i, each obtained from resolvent 
q])i-I  and some kI/i_ 1 in A using an mgu 0i-1. Then A U qb 0 is unsatisfiable just in 
case resolution terminates with ~n (some n) being the empty clause. The purpose 
of the selection function in SLD resolution is to determine which literal to treat 
first when dealing with resolvents having more than one. In Prolog, the leftmost 
is always selected. SLD resolution is known to be refutation-complete, that is, an 
empty clause can always be derived from an unsatisfiable set of clauses. 
6.2. Example of SAR Resolution 
SAR resolution follows a pattern similar to that for SLD resolution, but is more 
complicated in several respects. The added complexities stem from the need to deal 
with different types of inference rules, taking into account he relevant background 
information about linguistic variables, term sets, ranks, etc., as well as the need 
to accommodate evidence combination. This section illustrates the key ideas by 
means of a simple example. Assume we are given the following six linguistic 
variables with ranked term sets: 
Position: 
InnateAbility: 
Leadership: 
WorkExperience: 
{programmer/1, systems analyst~2, project leader~3, 
general manager~4} 
{very low~ 1, low~2, medium~3, high~4, very high~5} 
{very bad/1, bad~2, okay~3, good~4, very good~5 } 
{very inexperienced~I, inexperienced~2, somewhat 
experienced~3, experienced~4, very experienced~5} 
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Figure 1. An SLD-derivation. 
Creativity: 
IQScore: 
{uncreative /1, moderately creative~2, creative~3, very 
creative~4} 
[0,200]/1 
and a definite knowledge base A consisting of the rules 
(1) Position(x; project leader) +-- InnateAbility(x; high), 
WorkExperience(x; experienced) 
[Type 2: ~p(project leader, rp) ~- 0.7Si(high, 7ci) 4- ~to(experienced, rw)], 
(2) InnatoAbility(x; high) +-- Creativity(x; creative), 
Leadership(x; AT_LEAST/- good) 
[Types 2, 5: ~iA(high, ri,i ~- ~c(creative, rc) if p,(st) 
__ /z(AT_LEASTy good)I, 
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(3) InnateAbility(x; y) ~-- IQScore(x; z) 
[Type 3: p(y) ~- 1 x (z  <_75)+2x (75 <z  <90)+3x(90<z_< 115) 
+4 x (115 < z _< 135)+5 x (135 < z)] 
and the facts 
(4) Creativity(Jim; very creative), 
(5) Leadership(Jim; very good), 
(6) WorkExperience(Jim; somewhat experienced), 
(7) IQScore(Jim; 125). 
Here we use three inference types: type 2 (distance measure) in rules (1) and 
(2), Type 5 (term algebra) in rule (2), and type 3 (numerical computation) in rule 
(3). Note that each rule is assigned a computation formula. In the following, the 
notation for such formulas will be simplified by dropping the word "type." The 
term ri will be the result of evidence combination from ri.1 and the term returned 
in place of y. Assume the method for this evidence combination is the average 
function AVG as described in Section 5.1. Let the query be 
+- Position(Jim; s) 
The objective is to return a value (term) for the variable e. 
We start the SAR refutation from the query. Using clausal notation, this gives 
(8) -,Position(Jim; s) 
This can be resolved with the conclusion part of (l) by substituting Jim for x. Let 
us denote this step by 
(9) clauses from: (8), (1); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu {Jim/x}; 
resolvent: --, InnateAbility(Jim; high) 
v--, WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
formula: @ (project leader, rl~) ~ 0.7~i (high, ri) 
+ ~w (experienced, rw). 
Here the resolvent is just a substitution i stance of the right side of rule (1), written 
in clausal form. We next consider the possibility of a resolution with the leftmost 
clause in this resolvent. Since the conclusion parts of rules (2) and (3) have the 
same linguistic variable as ~lnnateAbility(Jim; high) in (9), the resolution process 
has two branches here, as shown in (10) and (11). Each branch needs to be resolved 
separately in order to later perform evidence combination. 
(10) clauses from: (9), (2); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu { Jim/x}; 
resolvent: --Creativity(Jim; creative) 
v~ Leadership(Jim; AT LEASTf good) 
v--, WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
formula: ~i.l(high, ri.l) ------- ~c(creative, rc), if/z(sl) 
c /x(AT_LEASTI good) 
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Here the formula is 
(11) clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
where the formula 
have next 
(12) clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
just that given for rule (2). 
(9), (3) 
unifiable with the mgu Jim/x}; 
-,IQScore(Jim; z)v 
~WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
p(y) ~-- 1 x (z < 75)+2x (75 < z < 90)+3 x (90 < z 
< 115)+4x (115 <z< 135)+5 x (135 <z) ,  
comes from rule (3). Continuing with the branch at (10), we 
(10), (4); 
unifiable; 
-- Leadership(Jim; AT_LEASTf good) 
v--, WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
rc = very creative, so 3c(creative, rc) = 1. 
Here a value for re has been determined from fact (4), allowing us to compute a 
distance 3c. Continuing the same branch, we have 
(13) clauses from: (12), (5); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: ~WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
formula: TRUE. 
The formula here is TRUE, indicating that fact (5) gives et = very good, so that 
/Z(6l) c /z (AT_LEASTf good). Next we have 
(14) clauses from: (13), (6); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: empty clause; 
formula: rw = somewhat experienced, so 8w(experienced, rw) = - I .  
Here an empty clause has been derived, indicating that the branch starting from (10) 
has been resolved. The value for rw came from fact (6), allowing us to compute 
the distance 3w. SAR then goes back to compute all formulas associated with this 
branch. This gives 3i,1 (high, ri, 1 ) -~ ~c (creative, re ~ 1, so that in accordance with 
inference method type 2, we get that ri.l is very high. Next, SAR checks if there is 
any branch that has not been resolved, and finds another branch from (11). Hence 
resolution continues from there. 
(15) clauses from: (11), (7); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: --,WorkExperience(Jim; experienced); 
formula: z = 125. 
Thus fact (7) gives a value for z. Then 
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(8) (1) 
(2) ! 9 ) ~  (3) 
(4) (10) (11) (7) 
(5) (12) 
"--...l 
(6) (13) (16) 
(14) 
Q 
Figure 2. 
l J  
(15) (6) 
l J  
An SAR-derivation for the example if Section 6.2. 
(16) clauses from: (15), (6); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: empty clause; 
formula: rw = somewhat experienced, so 3w(experienced, 3w)= - 1, 
so that we now have corresponding values for rw and 3w. The empty clause here 
indicates the branch starting from (11) has been resolved. SAR next goes back and 
applies the formula in (1 l) with z = 125 to determine that the term for variable y 
should be high. Since the two branches are now resolved, SAR performs evidence 
combinat ion on the terms 1:/.1 (very high), and y (high). Using the aforementioned 
averaging technique, we get term ri as very high. This gives 6i(high, ri) ~ 1, from 
which 
3p(project leader, rv) -~ 0.7 x 3i(high, ri) + 3w(experienced, rw)
0.7 x 1 + ( -1 )  = -0 .3 .  
The term whose distance from project leader is closest to -0 .3  is just the term 
project leader itself. Thus this is the computed value of rl,, which is then returned 
as the desired value for the query variable e. 
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A diagram of the above SAR derivation is shown in Figure 2. Unlike the linear 
chain in SLD-derivation, we here have a tree, with branchings appearing at nodes 
requiring evidence combination. 
6.3. SAR Resolution Principle 
In light of the foregoing example, we may now describe the general resolution 
principle. Unification in SAR is conceptually the same as described in Section 
6.1. Only a minor difference arises, due to the syntactical characteristics of atomic 
formulas. Recall that an atom in SAR has the general form A(x~,. . . ,  Xn; rl). 
Here unification of two atoms is performed only on variables Xl . . . . .  xn, and not 
on r/. The variable r/is used rather for computational purposes, based on the type 
of inference applied. For example, two atoms Creativity(Jim; very creative) and 
Creativity(x; creative) are unifiable with mgu 0 = {Jim/x }. The terms very creative 
and creative appearing in these atoms play no role in the unification process. 
The resolution principle for SAR resolution is as follows. Let @ be a clause 
containing only negative literals, and let ko be a definite clause in a definite knowl- 
edge base A. Let ~ be the positive literal occurring in qJ. If an atom ¢ in • is 
unifiable with ~ in qJ using an mgu 0, i.e., ¢0 = ~p0, then the resolution principle 
can be represented by 
¢(9 f~ 
w (9 f¢, 
f2 (9 f,o = ((qb -- {~¢}) U (qJ -- {~}))0 (9 f,o 
where f2 is a resolvent of q~ and ~P, and j%, f~,, and f~o are computation formulas. 
The formula f¢ is NULL in the case that @ is a query, and it will be either TRUE 
or FALSE in the case that ~ is derived by applying a type 5 inference. The formula 
f~ is NULL in the cases (1) qJ is a fact, (2) • is a type 4 inference rule that has 
only relations defined as described in Section 4.4.3, and (3) tp is a type 5 inference 
rule. For other types of inference, there is a computation formula attached to the 
rule. The formula f,o comes from the resolution of -"4~ and ~. If ko is a rule, then 
f,o is the same as .f,; otherwise, f,o is either (1) a computation formula, or (2) 
TRUE or  FALSE if set inclusion is applied. The formula f¢ does not play any role 
in yielding the resolvent ~; as in the foregoing example, it will be used when the 
system backtracks and computes values for unsolved formulas. To illustrate, we 
give some examples covering several of the possible cases. 
EXAMPLE 1 (qb a query, qJ a fact) Suppose • = --,Position(Jim; 6) and qJ = 
Position(Jim; project leader). Here the mgu 0 is the empty unifier, i.e., the clauses 
are directly unifiable. Then the resolution principle gives 
¢, (9 ./~ = ~Position(Jim; 6) (9 NULL 
~P (9 3'~ = Position(Jim; project leader) (9 NULL 
f2 (9 .f~, = ((@ - {705}) U (ko -- {~}))0 (9 fo, = O (9 [6 = project leader] 
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where (¢  - {--,~b}) U (qJ - {Tz}) is the empty clause, indicating that the resolution 
process terminates. The formula e = project leader is a direct consequence of this 
resolution. 
EXAMPLE 2 (qb a query, qJ a rule) Suppose @ = ~Position(Jim; e), and qJ is 
rule (1) in Section 6.2. Here the mgu 0 = {Jim/x}, and the resolution principle 
gives 
qb ~) .f~ = --,Position(Jim; e) ~ NULL 
qJ ¢ f7, = Position(x; project leader) v ~lnnateAbility(x; high) 
v --,WorkExperience(x; experienced) 
[2: 3p(project leader, rp) ~ 0.73i(high, ri) + 3~o(experienced, rw)]
e @ f,o = ( (¢  - {-~4,}) u (~o _ {~}) )o  ¢ f,o 
= (~lnnateAbility(Jim; high) 
v -~WorkExperience(Jim; experienced)){Jim/x} 
[2: 6p(project leader, rp) -~ 0.7~i (high, ri) + ~(experienced, rw)] 
exactly as in (9) in the example of Section 6.2. 
EXAMPLE 3 (qb a resolvent, qJ a rule) Suppose @ is the resolvent in (9) of 
Section 6.2 and qJ is (2) of the same section. The mgu 0 is {Jim/x}, and the 
resolution principle gives 
qb ~ ./¢ = ~lnnateAbility(Jim; high) v -,WorkExperience(Jim; experienced) 
@ [2: 3p(project leader, rp) ~ 0.73i(high, ri) + 3w(experienced, rw)] 
qJ ~3 f~ = I nnatoAbility(x;high) v ~Creativity(x; creative) 
v -~keadership(x; AT_LEASTf good) 
G [2&5: 3i.l(high, ri.1) ~ 3c(creative, rc) 
if/z(et) c /I(AT_LEASTf good)] 
@ .t~ = ( (¢  - {~d,})  u (,~ - {e}) )0  @ .f,o 
= (~Creativity(x;creative) v -~Leadership(x; AT_LEASTf good) 
V ~WorkExperience(Jim; experienced)){Jim/x} 
[2 & 5: ~i,l (high, 'gi,1) ~ 6~.(creative, r~.) 
if/z(et) c: /x(AT_LEASTf good)] 
which is (10) of Section 6.2. 
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EXAMPLE 4 (~ a resolvent, ko a fact) Suppose qb is the resolvent of (12) from 
Section 6.2, and suppose qJ is (5) from that section. In this case the mgu is empty; 
the clauses are directly unifiable. Then the resolution principle gives 
• 3'~ = ~keadership(Jim; AT_LEASTf good) 
v --,WorkExperience(Jim; experienced) 
[Sc(creative, very creative) = 1] 
qJ ~ f0 = Leadership(Jim; very good) ~ NULL 
¢ G = ( (¢  - {-~4,}) u (~ - {e l ) )0  ¢ fo~ 
= -~WorkExperience(Jim; experienced) ~) [TRUE] 
which is (13) of Section 6.2. 
6.4. Resolution with Evidence Combination 
In the example of Section 6.2, due to the need for evidence combination, the 
literal --,InnateAbility(Jim; high) in (9) needs to be resolved with (2) and (3) simul- 
taneously, thereby creating two separate branches. Let qb be the resolvent in (9), 
qJl be the rule (2), and qJ2 be (3). Then resolution of qb and qJt gives the same 
result as in Example 3 of Section 6.3 [the resolvent of which was (10) of Section 
6.2], and resolution of @ and qJ2 gives 
qb ~ f~ = --,InnateAbility(Jim; high) v --,WorkExperience(Jim; experienced) 
[2: Sp(project leader, rp) -~ 0.78i(high, ri) 
+ 3w(experienced, rw)] 
q°2 @ f~2 = InnateAbility(x; y) v --,I QScore(x; z) 
[3 :p (y )~ 1 x (z<75)+2×(75 <z <90)  
+ 3 x (90<z  < 115)+4x (115 <z  < 135)+5 x (135 <z) ]  
~'~2 ~ d~2 = ( (~ -- { '~})  g (I-I/2 -- {1//2}))0 2 (~ fro2 
= (~lQScore(Jim; z) 
V -,WorkExperience(Jim; experienced)) {Jim//x } 
@ [3 :p(y) -~ 1 x (z<75)+2x (75 <z<90)  
+ 3 x (90<z < 115)+4x (115 <z< 135)+5 x (135 <z) ]  
which is (11) of Section 6.2. Since each of these two branches leads to an empty 
clause, SAR will work backwards from these instances of the empty clause, corn- 
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puting unsolved formulas in the manner described in Section 6.2. This yields very 
high as the term r/,1 for InnateAbility in (10) of Section 6.2, and high as the term 
y in (11) of Section 6.2 (shown above). Recall that the linguistic variable Innate- 
Ability was attached the AVG evidence combination method. Thus one applies this 
method to the terms very high and high, obtaining very high, which then becomes 
the computed value for ri in the formula attached to (9) of Section 6.2. 
In general, resolution with evidence combination is as follows. Let • be a clause 
containing only negative literals, and let qJi, for i = 1 . . . .  , n, be rules in a definite 
knowledge base A. Let api be the positive literal occurring in qbi. If an atom ~b in 
is unifiable with ap/ in qJi using an mgu 0, i.e., ~b0 = ~#i O, then the resolution 
principle for • and the qJi can be represented by 
¢,¢  f~, 
klJ1 ¢ . f~ l  
% • ./),, 
~,, ¢ f.,,, = ( (¢  - {--,4,}) u (q,,, - {enD)o .  ¢ J~,, 
where f2i is the resolvent of ~ and qJi, and J~, foi, and J~,i are the computation 
formulas associated with qb, qJi, and f2i. The resolvent f2i is said to be computed 
when the variables in fo)i are all assigned values. As seen in the foregoing examples, 
an f2i gets to be computed only if at least one derivation branch leading down from 
f2i terminates in the empty clause. If all branches leading from f2i fail to resolve 
at some point, then that ~'2 i is subsequently ignored and remains uncomputed. As 
the resolution process unfolds, each f2i is treated in turn, and is either computed 
or not. Once all the f2i have been treated in this way, the associated evidence 
combination method is applied to all that have been computed. 
In applying the above resolution principle it is necessary to distinguish between 
those rules @i that are recursive and those that are not. In the following, resolvents 
resulting from recursive rules will be called recursive resolvents and those resulting 
from nonrecursive rules will be nonrecursive r solvents. Suppose that all the above 
resolvents f2i have been determined, and that the first k, for 1 _< k < n, are 
nonrecursive while the remaining ones are recursive. Then the resolution process 
will treat all the nonrecursive f2i first. If any of the corresponding ~ are computed, 
then evidence combination will be applied to these in the manner just described, 
and the recursive f2i will be ignored. If none of the nonrecursive f2i become 
computed, then no evidence combination eeds to be performed. As will be seen 
in the following, in this case each recursive f2i is examined in turn until one of 
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them produces acomputed f2i (assuming one of them does) and this is then taken 
in place of what would have been the result of the evidence combination. It may 
turn out that application of resolution to recursive rules can fall into a loop, in 
which case the system simply hangs or crashes (e.g., with stack overflow). 
The above manner of handling recursion may be illustrated as follows. Assume 
there are three linguistic variables with ranked term sets 
Preference: {slightly_preferred~ 1, preferred~2, strongly_preferred~3 } 
Speed: {much_ slower/1, slower~2, medium~3, faster/4, much_faster~5 } 
Size: {much_ smaller/1, smaller~2, medium~3, bigger~4, much_bigger/5 } 
and a knowledge base 
(1) Preference(x, y; preferred) *--- Speed (x, y;faster), Size(x, y; bigger) 
[Type 2: 3p(preferred, "El, l) ~ (~sp (faster, r~p) + 3sz(bigger, r~z)] 
(2) Preference(x, z; preferred) +-- 
Preference(x, y; preferred), Preference(y, z;preferred) 
[Type 2: 3p(preferred, rp2,1) ~ 3p(preferred, rp2.2) + 3p(preferred, rp2.3)] 
(3) Speed(Jim, John;faster) 
(4) Speed(John, Jerry; much_faster) 
(5) Size(Jim, John; much_bigger) 
(6) Size(John, Jerry; bigger) 
Note that (2) is recursive. Suppose we are given a query +-- Preference(Jim, Jerry; 
e). This yields 
(7) --,Preference(Jim, Jerry; e) 
Here, since rules (1) and (2) both match the query, there are two branches to be 
resolved. When matches occur with both recursive and nonrecursive rules, SAR 
always treats the nonrecursive rules first. 
(8) clauses from: (7), (1); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu {Jim/x, Jerry/y}; 
resolvent: --,Speed(Jim, Jerry; faster) v~ Size(Jim, Jerry; bigger); 
formula: ~p(preferred, rpl) -- ~sp(faster, rsp) + ~sz(bigger, rsz); 
(9) clauses from: (7), (2); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu {Jim/x, Jerry/z}; 
resolvent: ~ Preference(Jim, y; preferred ) 
v--, Preference(y, Jerry; preferred); 
formula: 3p(preferred, rp2.1) ~ 3p(preferred, rp2,2) 
+ 3p(preferred, rp2.3). 
Since the branch from (8) cannot be resolved, SAR backtracks and finds another 
branch from (9). Here there are two branches created from the leftmost disjunct, 
as shown,in (10) and (11): 
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(9), (1); 
unifiable; 
-,Speed(Jim, y;faster) v~Size(J im, y; bigger) 
v~ Preference (y, Jerry; preferred); 
6p(preferred, r'pl ) -- ~sp(faster, ~p)+ ~sz(bigger, r~z), where 
r~,l is another notation for the foregoing "gp2,2; 
(9), (2); 
unifiable with the mgu {Jim/x, y'/y, y/z}, i.e., renaming y in 
(2); 
-~Preference(Jim, y'; preferred) 
v-~Preference(y', ; preferred) 
v~ Preference(y, Jerry; preferred); 
formula: 3p(preferred, "glt~2,1)~ 6p (preferred, rlf~2,2 ) + 3p (preferred, 
r/I,2, 3), where rt',2 ' 1 is another notation for the foregoing rp 2,2; 
(12) clauses from: (10), (3); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu { John/y}; 
resolvent: ~Size(Jim, John; bigger) 
v~ Preference(John, Jerry; preferred);" 
formula: rip =faster, so ~sp(.faster, r~p) = 0; 
(13) clauses from: (12), (5); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: ~Preference(John, Jerry; preferred); 
formula: r( z = much_bigger, so 6sz(bigger, r~z) = 1. 
Again, there are two branches created as shown in (14) and (15). 
(14) clauses from: (13), (1); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu {John/x, Jerry/y}; 
resolvent: ~Speed(John, Jerry; fbster)v~ Size(John, Jerry; bigger); 
r~z), where formula: ~p(preferred, r1~1 ) ~ ~sp(.faster, r~/p) +~(bigger, " 
f l  rl, j is another notation for the foregoing rp2,3; 
(15) clauses from: (13), (2); 
unification: unifiable with the mgu {John/x, Jerry/z}; 
resolvent: --,Preference(John, y; preferred) 
v ~ Preference(y, Jerry; preferred );
/f I! formula: 6p(preferred, rp2.1 ) ~ 3p(preferred, rp2.2 ) + 3t,(preferred, 
I I  t t  rp2,_ 0 where r~,2.1 is another notation for the foregoing rpz,3; 
(16) clauses from: (14), (4); 
unification: unifiable: 
resolvent: ~Size(John, Jerry; bigger); 
formula: <'p = much_.faster, so 3sp(faster, v;i,) = 1; 
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(17) clauses from: (14), (6); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: empty clause; 
formula: rs' z = bigger, so ~sz(bigger, s" z) = 0. 
An empty clause is derived, signaling that the branch from (14) has been resolved. 
SAR then goes back and computes the distance 
(p )"~ (fa ") ( )"~ 6p referred, rpl " = Ssp ster, rsp + ~sz bigger, rs' z = 1 + 0 = 1. 
Even though (15) involves another ecursion, there is no need to resolve it, since 
we already have a complete resolution for (14). SAR then backtracks to (10) and 
computes 
/ ! ! 3p(preferred, rpz ) -- 3sp(faster, rsp ) + Ssz( bigger, rsz ) -~ O+ 1 = 1. 
The recursion at (11) can be ignored for the same reasons that we previously 
! f l  ignored (15). Thus SAR backtracks to (9) and, taking "rpl ~--- rp2.2 and rpl = Z'p2,3, 
uses the above to compute 
3p(preferred, rp2,1) ~ 3p(preferred, Tp2,2 ) q-3p(preferred, 1"p2,3 ) -'~ 1 -/- 1 ---- 2. 
This gives rp2,1 as strongly_preferred, which we then take as the desired value for 
the query variable . 
6.5. SAR Derivation 
In general, an SAR derivation starts from a query d) 0 (9 J~0 and generates a tree 
of resolvents as shown in Figure 3. Here, e.g., qb 1 (9 .f~, is a resolvent obtained 
by resolving ~0 @ .re0 with the (fact or rule) ~0 • f¢,0 using the mgu 0o. As long 
as there is only one rule to resolve with the query and any successive resolvents, 
the tree is simply a linear chain, e.g., as shown for qh @ f~l . . . . .  ~i @ f¢)i. If the 
query or any successive resolvent can be resolved with more than one rule, then 
at that point the tree has a branching node, with a separate branch for each such 
rule. This is illustrated in the figure by resolvent dJ) i (~ f49i" Thus leading down 
from any node, be it query or resolvent, here can be any number of branches. Any 
branch leading from a node will be a success branch for that node if both (i) it 
terminates in the empty clause, and (ii) the result of computing all formulas for 
the branch back up to that node returns ome term or expression as its value (recall 
from Section 5 that some forms of evidence combination can return "no result"). 
Otherwise, the branch will be a fail branch for the node. For example, in Figure 
2, (10) has a success branch passing through nodes (12), (13), and (14) and node 
(8) has two success branches: (8), (9), (10), (12), (13), (1"4), and (8), (9), (11), 
(15), (16). 
Given a definite knowledge base A and a query qb 0' the resolution process ter- 
minates when all possible branches from q~o have been explored and all formulas 
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1/  
• . Wi, j e f~, j ,O i j ,  fo r i= l  ..... n 
~ i+1,1~+1,1  ~ i+ l ,n~+l ,n  
I ...... I 
Figure 3. A general SAR-derivation. 
along any success branches have been computed. The process terminates with a 
success if there is at least one success path from the query; otherwise it terminates 
with a fail. Note that in this process, all possible branches are explored in comput- 
ing the final result. This is to be contrasted with SLD resolution, which terminates 
as soon as any branch for the query is found to end in the empty clause, and which 
does not involve the computation of any associated formulas. 
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6.6. SAR Refutation Procedure 
Let A be a definite knowledge base, and q~0 be a query. An SAR refutation 
procedure, shown in Table 2, has two main steps. The first is to resolve the query 
(which could have multiple negative literals) and output he result. The second is 
called by the first and applies the SAR resolution principle discussed in Sections 
6.3 and 6.4. 
As a final illustration, following is another example adapted from [ 15, p. 171 ff]. 
Assume there are eleven linguistic variables with term sets 
Budget: {low~l, medium~2, high~3} 
OrgSize: [small/1, middle/2, large~3, very large~4} 
Cost: {ok/1, in_range~2, too_high~3} 
RecommLevel: [trainee, experienced, very_experienced} 
EstimatedBudget: [0,100000]/100 
NumberPersons: [0, 1000]/1 
Costlndex: [0, 2]/0.1 
CostEstirnate: [0, 100000]/100 
NodeCost: [0, 10000] / 100 
FloorCost: [0, 10000]/100 
BuildingCost: [0, 10000]/100 
and a knowledge base A consisting of 
(1) RecornmLevel(w) ~-- Budget(x), OrgSize(y), Cost(z) 
[Type 1: attach the same decision table as used in Section 4.1]; 
(2) Budget(x) ~-- EstimatedBudget(b) 
[Type 3: x ~ 1 x (b < 10,000) + 2 x (I0,000 _< b < 50,000) + 3 
x (50,000 _< b)]; 
(3) OrgSize(y) +--NurnberPersons(u) 
[Type 3: y~ 1 x (u_<20)+2x(20<u_< 100)+3x(100<u_<500)  
+ 4 x (500 < u)]; 
(4) Cost(z) *-- Costlndex(v) 
[Type 3: z~ 1 x (v< 1 .0 )+2x ( I .0< v < 1 .5 )+3 x (1.5 < v)]; 
(5) Costlndex(v) +-- CostEstimate(c), EstimatedBudget(b) 
[Type 3: v -~ c/b]; 
(6) CostEstimate(c) +-- NodeCost(q), FloorCost(c2), BuildingCost(c3) 
[Type 3: c -~ (cl + c2 + c3) x 1.15 + 2000]; 
(7) EstimatedBudget(l 5,000); 
(8) NumberPersons(250); 
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Tab le  2. An SAR Refutat ion Procedure 
Step 1. Resolve a query COo 
Select the leftmost literal ¢ in query qs0; 
Resolve ¢ by calling step 2; 
I F  resolution terminates with "success" THEN 
Output an answer for qb0; 
ELSE 
Output "fail" and halt; 
ENDIF  
Step 2. Resolution Principle for SAR 
CASEI no positive literals in facts or rules in A are unifiable with ¢ THEN 
Return "fail" to the calling step; 
CASE2 there is a positive literal in a fact unifiable with ¢ 
I F  ¢ is from the query THEN 
Return the term or expression i  the fact to the calling step; 
ELSE 
Compute the associated formula and store the result; 
I F  resolvent is 9/THEN return to the calling step ENDIF 
Select the leftmost literal ¢' in resolvent g2'; 
Resolve ¢' by recursively calling step 2; 
Return to the calling step; 
END I F 
CASE3 there is a positive literal 7zi in rules RI, R2 . . . . .  R,, unifiable with ¢ 
Let fh ,  f22 . . . . .  f2,, be the resolvents obtained from rules Rl, R2 . . . . .  R,,, 
with the first k recursive and the rest nonrecursive; 
Put down an appropriate formula for each f2j and compute it if possible; 
REPEAT 
Select the leftmost ftj not yet processed (i.e., nonrecursive first); 
Select the leftmost literal ¢" in resolvent ~2j ;
Resolve ¢" by recursively calling step 2; 
I F  resolution result is not "fail" THEN 
Compute the associated unsolved formula, and store the result; 
END I F 
UNTIL (nonrecursive ~j  are all processed and some can be computed) or 
(all ~2j are processed); 
I F  there is more than one computed f2j THEN 
Perform evidence combination; 
Return the result of evidence combination to the calling step; 
ELSE 
Return the conclusion to the calling step; 
ENDI  F 
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(9) NodeCost(3000); 
(10) FloorCost(2000); 
(11) BuildingCost(5000). 
Suppose we are given a query +- RecommLevel(w). We start the SAR refutation 
by adding the query to the above knowledge base. This gives 
(12) ~RecommLevel(w), 
(13) clauses from: (12), (1); 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
clauses from: 
unification: 
resolvent: 
formula: 
unifiable; 
-~Budget(x) v -~OrgSize(y) v --1 Cost(z); 
decision table in Section 4.1; 
(13), (2); 
unifiable; 
-~EstimatedBudget(b) v -~OrgSize(y) v ~Cost(z); 
x ---- 1 x (b < 10 ,000)+2 x (10,000 < b < 50,000)+ 
3 x (50,000 < b); 
(14), (7); 
unifiable; 
--,OrgSize(y) v -~Cost(z); 
b = 15,000; 
(15), (3); 
unifiable; 
~NumberPersons(u) v ~Cost(z); 
y~ lx (u  <20)+2x(20<u < 100)+ 
3x(100<u <500)+4x(500<u) ;  
(16), (8); 
unifiable ;
--~Cost(z); 
u = 250; 
(17), (4); 
unifiable; 
~Costlndex(v); 
z~ l  x (o< 1 .0 )+2x(1 .0< o< 1 .5 )+3x(1 .5  < o); 
(18), (5); 
unifiable; 
~CostEstimate(c) v ~EstimatedBudget(b); 
v ~ c /b;  
(19), (6); 
unifiable; 
~NodeCost(cl) v ~FloorCost(c2) v -~ BuildingCost(c3) 
v-,EstimatedBudget(b); 
c- - - - - (c1+c2+c3)  x 1.15+2000; 
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(21) clauses from: (20), (9); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: ~FloorCost(c2) v -,BuildingCost(c3) 
v--EstimatedBudget (b); 
formula: Cl = 3000; 
(22) clauses from: (21), (10); 
unification: unifiable ; 
resolvent: -~BuildingCost(c3) v -~EstimatedBudget(b); 
formula: c2 = 2000; 
(23) clauses from: (22), (11); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: -,EstimatedBudget(b); 
formula: c3 = 5000; 
(24) clauses from: (23), (7); 
unification: unifiable; 
resolvent: empty clause; 
formula: b = 15,000. 
Here an empty clause is derived. SAR then goes back and computes 
c ~ (cl + c2 + c3) x 1.15 + 2000 
(3000 + 2000 + 5000) x 1.15 + 2000 = 13,500, 
v ~- c /b  ~- 13,500/15,000 = 0.9, 
z -~ 1 x (v< 1 .0 )+2x( I .0< v_< 1 .5 )+3x(1 .5  < v )= 1, 
y ~ 1 x (u  <20)+2x(20<u_< 100)+3x(100<u <500)+ 
4x(500<u)=3,  
x ~ 1 x (b < 10,000) + 2 x (10,000 < b < 50,000) + 3 x (50,000 < b) = 2. 
Then in the decision table in Section 4.1 we find the tuple (2, 3, 1, 2), from which 
we conclude that the term w for Recommkevol should be the one with rank 2, 
namely, experienced. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have presented SAR, an automated system for symbolic approx- 
imate reasoning. A natural next step would be to proceed with an implementation. 
This may be approached in a number of different ways. One would be to recast 
SAR as an extension of Prolog. This seems reasonable inasmuch as SAR resolu- 
tion is derived from SLD resolution, which underlies Prolog. Such an extension 
might be achieved by either developing a new language that encompasses both 
Prolog and SAR, or defining a formal language for SAR and then embedding it 
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into Prolog. The latter approach would be analogous to the embedding of SQL 
(Structural Query Language) commands into the C code for database manipula- 
tion. As for the inference ngine, whether to develop one inference ngine that 
will work for both, or keep them separate, remains for further exploration. 
Another kind of implementation would be along the lines outlined in [20]. Here 
one has separate databases for maintaining linguistic variables, inference rules, 
facts (about individuals), and expert systems, where an expert system is described 
as a selection from the rules and facts. The inference ngine is then a stand- 
alone module which can be fed any particular expert system in the latter database. 
This approach lacks some of the elegance associated with having a Prolog-like 
language, but it has the advantage of keeping the key components separate in a 
modular design. For this reason it may in the long run prove more convenient. 
The possibility of incorporating additional reasoning methods into SAR has 
been mentioned. This would be straightforward as long as the inference rules are 
of the form 
A(xtl . . . . .  x m " y) +--- A1 (Xl.l . . . .  . . . .  Xl.ml; Yl) . . . . .  An(xn,1, , x . . . .  ; Yn), 
so that SAR resolution can be applied essentially without further modification. 
For example, suppose we want to incorporate a neural net reasoning method into 
SAR. This could be achieved by assuming there is a built-in neural net that takes 
Yl through Yn as inputs, and produces y as the output. This kind of inference is 
similar to table lookup, the main difference lying in the mechanism by which y is 
derived. 
Still another subject for investigation is the possibility of developing SAR into 
an interactive environment, so that information can be added or updated at runtime. 
This might entail a need to design a forward-chaining algorithm and to combine 
it with the foregoing backward-chaining inference ngine. 
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